
Vietnam 

Explore the Hidden North

THIS INFORMATION SHOULD ANSWER SOME OF YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TRIP AND GIVE YOU A BETTER IDEA OF WHAT

WE DO DAY-TO-DAY. IT DOESN’T HOPE TO ANSWER EVERYTHING. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE GET IN TOUCH.
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View of Jodhpur city from Meherangarh Fort
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Sapa Valley



This trekking tour in the fabulous scenery of hills and

rice terraces around Sapa avoids the main trekking

areas and explores the hidden valleys and more

remote villages. The area is home to many different

hill tribe people, each tribe has their own culture,

costumes (some are spectacular) and

language. You will spend some nights in their homes

and staying in these villages which is a unique

experience but accommodation is very basic.

The trek is not suitable for children under 10 years of

age. The terrain is hilly, the trekking undulating and in

parts fairly steep. A degree of hill walking fitness is

essential or desirable.

Hanoi, the capital of Vietnam, is a city with many

interesting sights, the bustling old town with its street

food, Ho Chi Minh's mausoleum, museums, French

colonial buildings, the lakes, pagodas and if you time

the clever and funny water puppet show.

If you wish to extend your stay at the end of the trek

an option is the world heritage site of Halong bay,

cruising through the bay around the islands of

limestone karsts.

Day 1 On arrival in Hanoi pick up and transfer to your

hotel for check in. Free at your leisure to visit the

capital. You can visit a local house in Long Bien in the

outskirt of Hanoi and learn how to make tasty

Vietnamese traditional food while having a chat with

friendly locals. In the evening, a chance to attend

culture shows and listen to interesting traditional folk

songs such as Ca Tru, Tuong, Cheo in the old quarter.

If you arrive at the weekend, you can join the lively night

market. O/n in Hanoi.

Day 2 Sightseeing around Hanoi. A morning walk along

Hoan Kiem lake will give you a chance to observe how

old and young Vietnamese start the day with their daily

activities such as walking, jogging and practicing Tai Chi.

Wander around the Old quarter and treat yourself a cup

of coffee with amazing lake view. Some famous

attractions such as Temple of Literature, Ho Chi Minh

Mausoleum, and Women Museum are worth a visit. Have

Night train to Lao Cai.

Day 3 The train will arrive at Lao Cai train station early in

the morning. Pick-up and transfer by car to Sapa (35km -

about an hour’s drive). Have breakfast and shower in

Sapa before leaving Sapa and making your way along

Tac Ko pass – a stunning mountain road to reach Mong

Sen village, where the H’Mong live. After lunch at the

village, more trekking to Ta Phin village, where The Red

Dao calls home and feel warmly welcomed to their

traditional home. Overnight homestay in Ta Phin village.

Day 4 In the morning leave Ta Phin at around 09.00,

trekking through the beautiful rice fields to visit Ta Phin

church which was built in 1911. Then walking to Ma Tra

village of H’mong ethnic people preferred for its less

commercial track and enjoying lunch with a beautiful

river view. After lunch we continue to Suoi Ho, Bang hill

and Sin Chai villages. Tonight over dinner and have a

chat with your hosts and learn about their culture and

traditions. Walking distance: 15km
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Day 5 After breakfast, leave Sin Chai at 09.00. Visit

stunning Cat Cat waterfall. Trekking to picturesque

village of Y Linh Ho surrounded by the valley before

continuing deeper through the village of terraces of

the Black H’mong to reach Lao chai Village and Lao

Chai church. Lunch by the river. Trekking to Ta Van,

village of Zay people, arriving at about 16.00. Dinner

and overnight in the village’s homestay. Walking

distance: 15 km

Day 6 Breakfast at the hotel; take a jeep ride along

Muong Hoa valley to visit Rattan Bridge, silver waterfall,

the first village of The Red Dzao (GiangTa Chai village).

Trek round 6 - 7 hours undulating through the forests in

the Fanxipan range to reach Seo Trung Ho, the

untouched village of the Red Dzao that hasn’t been

affected by mass tourism. There is a beautiful waterfall

in this area which comes from a height of about 70 m.

Stay overnight in this village with a Dzao family.

Walking distance: 13-14 km

Day 7 Have breakfast with the family, start climbing up

to the mountain or another unspoiled village called Ta

Trung Ho located at about 1450m above the sea level.

Picnic lunch at the village and then descend to Ban

Ho village to visit a different minority: Tay hill tribes who

have houses on stilts. Stay the night at their traditional

house and have dinner with the family. Walking

distance: 15 km

Day 8 Early start, experience the peaceful daily life of

the local people. Breakfast and leave the village for a

hard day trek. Walk uphill to the smallest and almost

untouched village of the Red Dzao (Namtoong). Go

onto another village on the same side of the

mountain range to see the XaPho ethnic group in

NamKen. Decend to the river and go up to MiSon to

visit XaPho again. Spend the night in ThanhPhu village

at a Tay family’s homestay. Picnic lunch on the way

and dinner with the local family. Walking distance: 15

km

Day 9 Today’s trek will be relatively short and easy.

Once leaving Thanh Phu, we follow the trekking route

built in the bottom of the valley, which offers the best

views of the surrounding mountains. Stop at a nice

spot for lunch. After lunchtime, we continue the walk

towards Sin Chai village of Red Dao minority where

the night will be spent in a homestay or in a tent.

Walking distance: 12 km

Day 10 After breakfast we will start our day with a

long trek towards Lao Cai. The route from Sin Chai,

one of the most remote areas in Sapa offers beautiful

scenery and landscape. The trek will take us through

rice terraces, bamboo forest and jungle with ancient

trees. Your lunch will be provided at Nam Ket. After

lunch, we will trek downhill. Upon arriving in Ta Thang

village – home to The Tay, we will be greeted again

by our driver who will transfer us to Laocai station.

Take the night train to Hanoi. End of tour. Walking

distance: 15 km

Day 11 Arrive in Hanoi at around 5:00am, pick up and

transfer to your hotel for early check in and free to

relax

Day 12 Depart Hanoi. Or extend your holiday.
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And also have an inclination to get out of comfort zone

and explore the local way of life.

Climate

Best time to travel is from September to April. January and

February can get cold (The temperature can sometimes

get down to 5°C).The trekking route can be changed

during the rainy season - June to October
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Vietnam Visas

All British passport holders require a Visa to travel to

Vietnam. For short visit tourist visa there is a facility

or eVisa available to UK passport holders. For all

other nationalities please check the requirements

with your nearest Vietnam Embassy/ Consulate

Accommodation

In Hanoi we use comfortable hotels on twin shared 

room basis. Upgrade is available on request. During 

the trek the stays are in Homestay and the 

conditions would be  is very simple & basic with 

local style, which forms the the essence of this trip.

Currency

Local currency is Vietnamese dong symbolised

as VND which is difficult to find or exchange

outside Vietnam; change money on arrival and try

to get rid of any leftovers before leaving the

country. In cities prices are widely advertised in US

dollars, but in the interiors VND is the only option

accepted. Currency notes are available in

denominations of 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000,

20,000, 50,000, 100,000, 200,000 and 500,000 and

for exchange rate 1GBP = 32,500 VND as of Dec

2015.

Will this trip suit me?

This program is for fit walkers who are able to do

long and sometimes difficult up and down hills.


